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FEATURED PROJECT

Demolition of the Former Ford
Twin Cities Assembly Plant
Independence Excavating continues
our successful working relationship
with Ford Motor Company and Devon
Industrial Group (DIG) with the
decommissioning and demolition of
the former Ford Twin Cities Assembly

Plant (TCAP) located on the banks of the
Mississippi River in St. Paul, Minnesota.
The former home of iconic vehicles, the
Model T and the Ford Ranger, started
automobile manufacturing in 1925 and
was officially shuttered in 2011.
Continued on page 3.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Vic DiGeronimo Jr.
Happy summer to all! The year is well
past the halfway point. I want to first
thank everyone for their continued
efforts and diligence towards their
respective DiGeronimo Company and
more importantly the safe way you
have performed. We have had several
new and exciting opportunities being
presented to us in the last six or seven
months. We are working very hard to
capitalize on and continue our efforts
to become the go-to contractor for
all aspects of our industry. We are
developing new people for these
areas, hiring qualified individuals
already skilled at the work, and adding
specialized equipment to our fleet to
accommodate these new opportunities.
Some new clients we are currently
working with are Bernie Moreno from
Collection Auto Group, Walbridge and
Hensel Phelps Construction in the
Mid-Atlantic region, as well as Astorino
Development and Oliver Hatcher in
Pittsburgh. We are also happy to be
working for some repeat, long-time
clients, including Mike Boyas of Boyas
Excavating, Ken Taylor from Ohio
CAT, Chuck Betters with CJ Betters
Enterprises, and many more. As you
can see, we are striving to create new
relationships and continue to service
our long-time customers. It’s up to all
of us to turn a new client into a repeat
and happy customer. To steal a phrase
from one of our newest clients, Bernie
Moreno, “Where above and beyond
comes standard”. That is a tremendous
statement, and if we go about that
way in our daily lives, we will all be
successful and add to our long list of
repeat customers. Thanks for all you do
and have a great rest of the summer.
Have a nice day!
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Independence Excavating Recognized
as a Top Workplace by the Plain Dealer
again in 2013!
Lisa DiGeronimo-Woods
Independence Excavating (IX) is extremely
proud to be recognized as a 2013 Top
Workplace in Northeast Ohio in the
midsize employer category (150-499
total employees). Out of 35 companies
recognized in this category, Independence
Excavating ranked 13th, and was the
only contractor to earn this honor this
year. Since 2009, the Plain Dealer has
ranked local companies based solely on
nominations and employee surveys.
The Plain Dealer’s
use of survey data is
highly supported by
the company as IX
feels our employee’s
perception is one of
the best measures
for how our workplace
fairs in comparison
to others in the area.
Employees were
asked, on a sevenpoint scale, how
much they agreed
with statements such
as; “I feel genuinely
appreciated at this
company”, “I am
confident about
my future at this
company”, “My pay
is fair for the work
I do”, and “My job
makes me feel like I
am part of something
meaningful”.
The Plain Dealer
found that top
workplaces had
much in common.
Specifically, those
employers scoring
highest showed
employees most
often felt “valued
for their ideas,

respected as individuals, trusted to
work independently, challenged to grow
in their jobs, and free to balance work
and home”.
Thank you to all IX employees that took
the time to share their opinions about
working at IX, and as a result, shedding
light on what we hope continues to rank
as a top workplace!

DiGeronimo Companies Support Cleveland
Courage Fund and Raze “House of Horrors”
It is hard to not be captivated by the
recent discovery of Amanda Berry
and her daughter, Gina DeJesus and
Michelle Knight, who for a decade
were held captive in a home on the
west side of Cleveland. Cleveland City
Council members, Brian Cummins, Matt
Zone, and Dona Brady, established the
Cleveland Courage Fund to allow, not only
Northeast Ohio, but the world, to show
their support of these amazing women.
DiGeronimo Companies’ employees
raised $2,115, which was matched by the
company totaling $4,230.
The DiGeronimo family reached out to
the City of Cleveland and offered time
and equipment to demolish the “House
of Horrors”. “We don’t consider it to be
anything monumental. We feel it was a
small contribution, and we were happy
to do it,” stated Rob DiGeronimo, Vice
President. As the demolition began,
cheers from onlookers were heard,
which included Michelle Knight, who was
handing out yellow balloons “representing
all the millions of children that were never
found and the ones that passed away
that were never heard”.
As of August 6, the Cleveland Courage
Fund has raised over $1.3 million dollars
with 10,750 individual donations.
Thank you to the following DiGeronimo
Companies’ employees for their generosity
and support of these courageous women:
Melissa Balser
Ed Bauer
Daniel Begay
Edwin Butler
Brian Carrick
Lloyd Crawford
Debra DiGeronimo
Kevin DiGeronimo
Lisa DiGeronimo
Jerry Dunn
Cathy Fox
Justin Fox
Becki Hatgas
Kevin Jennings
Robert Kinney
Stacey Kirth
Jean Lester
Lisa Lloyd
Don & Stephenie Mahnke
Larry & Michelle Mahon

Amanda Morales
Anthony Nemeth
Nick Pich
Beverly Raymond
Jim Reeves
Victoria Scafaro
Jeff Schneider Sr.
Jeff Schenider Jr.
Leo Slansky
Kellie Tallentire
Rob Theriot
Bill Tierney
Sabrinia Tierney
Terry Tomasko
Stephanie Tube
Derrik Wilhelm
Emory Wolf
Brian Zuchowski
Tom Zuchowski

“

Bobby [DiGeronimo],
you are the
greatest! You and
Independence
Excavating made
Cleveland proud! Your
company’s generosity
helped rehabilitate
Cleveland's reputation
after the significant damage that Castro
inflicted. Your company and employees
sent a message to America and the
world that the people of Cleveland
are not like him. We care! And tearing
down that torture chamber helped the
victims and our city put this traumatic
and painful event behind us. It was
symbolic, but so important. Ripping
it down days after his sentence, and
transfer to the bowels of the pen brought
tremendous satisfaction to the victims
and their families. Your company’s
destruction of that God-awful crime
scene also provided an unforgettable
sense of relief and joy to all the police,
FBI, deputies and prosecutors who
searched for these kidnapped girls or
worked this case. It brought a sense of
closure to all — and all of America. It
symbolized the achievement of justice.
It will add community confidence and
create a deterrence to other perverts
doing a cost-benefit analysis. So thank
you and please send this message of
appreciation to all the employees of
Independence Excavating on behalf of
all of our law enforcement partners.

”

Continued from page 1.

FEATURED PROJECT

Demolition of the
Former Ford Twin
Cities Assembly Plant
The nearly 67 acre
campus holds a
320,000 square
foot paint shop
and a separate 2-million square foot
main assembly building. The paint shop
houses a network of paint booths and
ovens and a nearly 225 foot stainless
steel super stack that was part of the
former pollution abatement system.
An enclosed overhead trestle allowed
for vehicle bodies to be conveyed from
the paint shop into the main assembly
building for final assembly.
The plant decommissioning work was
started by Independence Excavating
in the fall of 2012 and included a
complex array of environmental issues
that were tackled in cooperation with
our subcontractors, Mavo Systems,
the MPS Group and J&J Contracting.
Environmental activities included the
abatement of asbestos containing
building materials, including the
abatement of over 30,000 linear feet
of asbestos insulation from the facility
steam lines, the removal and disposal
of all facility universal waste, hazardous
waste and USTs. Independence
Excavating was also required to perform
a thorough cleaning of the paint booths,
ovens and facility superstructures prior
to demolition activities. Demolition of the
paint booth got underway in June and
demolition of the main assembly building
started in July. The job is anticipated
to be completed in early 2014 and will
make way for future developments for
the City of St. Paul and Ford.

	
— Tim McGinty
		 Cuyahoga County Prosecutor
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Let′s Play Ball! IX Company
Outing at Progressive Field
On Sunday, August 25, over 250 Independence Excavating
employees, families, and friends took in a Cleveland Indians
game versus the Minnesota Twins. Those who partook in the
event enjoyed a group picnic inside the ballpark before taking
their seats in the ever so entertaining bleacher section. Although
it was an extremely steamy day, the mixture of game and
company was a great way to bring summer 2013 to a close.
Oh, and in case you wondered, Indians beat the Twins 3-1.
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COMPLETED PROJECT

Cleveland Welcomes New Convention Center and
Global Center for Health Innovation
The City of Cleveland and Cuyahoga
County officials are getting familiar with
their new convention center, booking
events and attracting new shows. For
Independence Excavating, the opening
of the convention center and the Global
Center for Health Innovation, formerly
referred to as Med Mart, means
wrapping up the last couple years of a
great downtown Cleveland project, which
included challenges and successes in
building the new facility.

Beyond the skilled efforts of our work
force, the success of this project was
a large contribution from our many
subcontractors and suppliers. This project
was also a success in our workings with
the designers, city and county officials,
Med Mart Properties Inc., and our
partner, Turner Construction.

As northeast Ohio enjoys the successful
operation of their new state-of-theart facility, Independence Excavating
employees and partners can take great
pride in their contribution to the success
of this landmark construction project.

Following bidding the demolition,
earthwork and utilities in the fall of 2010,
our crews hit the old downtown malls
before dawn on January 3, 2011. From
that time until the ribbon cutting on June
14, 2013, Independence Excavating
personnel were on site continuously
through every work day, which often
included weekends and some nights.
From January through July 2011, the
dismantling of the old facility and major
demolition to open the site up took
place. From June 2011, our crews were
ahead of the new walls and foundations
for the new structure. And from February
2012 through June 2013, we were on
the new completed deck with geofoam
and site construction to assemble the
malls to the public focal points that they
are today. This project had Independence
Excavating involved in every step from
the initial demolition through the final
details for opening.
We logged over 250,000 man hours,
and the safety record that goes with it
is something that any company would
be proud of. Our trained forces not only
worked skillfully and efficiently in the
challenges of a downtown site, selective
demolition and a tough schedule, but
they also worked it smart, watching out
for each other’s safety. Also, the efforts
of our support shop, mechanics and
heavy equipment maintenance personnel
included countless hours and help to
ensure the smooth operation on site.

© Focal Plane Photography LLC

© Turner Construction
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CURRENT PROJECT

Ahoy! Demolition Crews Perform a

Unique Project on the Shores of Lake Erie

Independence Excavating has found
itself with another unique and complex
demolition project. This time, not by land,
but by sea — well, more like a dry dock.
The mass demolition of a 740' shipping
carrier commenced in July. The shipping
vessel was built in 1968 and navigated
the Great Lakes for the last five decades.
It was decommissioned this year, and
Independence Excavating was awarded
a contract through K&K Recycling to
process 6,000 tons of the entire old
ship. With Paul Hazel as Captain, the site
superintendent, we will certainly be in for
a voyaging demo.

© Focal Plane Photography LLC

DiGeronimo Aggregates Update
Ray Wiecek, General Manager
DiGeronimo Aggregates had a very
interesting and busy first half of 2013.
In the first quarter, DiGeronimo
Aggregates was awarded a contract
to be the sole supplier for lightweight
aggregate in the largest single state
construction project with the New Jersey
Department of Transportation (NJDOT).
The lightweight material is to be used as
backfill in MSE walls being constructed
during Phase 1 of the NJDOT Route
295/42/I-76 Interchange. In order to
ship over 13,000 tons to Camden, New
Jersey, we are currently loading material
onto rail cars on the Norfolk Southern
line and will continue over the next 6
months. This is the first time DiGeronimo
Aggregates has used railways as a
means of distribution and look forward
to this opening more doors.
Another large project under contract is
15,000 tons of lightweight material for
the United States Gypsum Corporation
in Detroit, Michigan to be utilized in

the manufacturing of various types of
wallboard. To accomplish the timely
shipment of this order, the utilization
of the Calumet, a 600' lake freighter,
coupled with 15 hours of loading
allowed the trip from Cleveland to Detroit
to be completed over the Memorial
holiday weekend without any delays.
In order to produce and ship the
many diverse products manufactured,
DiGeronimo Aggregates operates 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. On May 4,
2013 a spark ignited and created a fire
that shut down the finished screening,
storage and load-out operation of
the plant, which could have been
devastating to the company. The fire
tested everyone’s abilities under
difficult conditions, but in the spirit
of tremendous teamwork between
the DiGeronimo Aggregates and
Independence Excavating personnel,
a short term solution was devised and
the required equipment was mobilized
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and made the plant operational within
six days of the fire. The orders on hand
were completed without missing a single
deadline, and most importantly, there
were no injuries.
One of the best moments of 2013 thus
far at DiGeronimo Aggregates was the
celebration of 10 years without a losttime-accident. The employees enjoyed an
afternoon cookout marking the occasion,
and received a special thank you from
the DiGeronimo family for continuing the
philosophy that safety is job #1.

New Projects
RW 6L-24R Safety Improvements –
Burke Lakefront Airport
Location: Cleveland, Ohio
Start date: June 2013
Completion date: October 2014
Scope of work: Grading, utilities, new
runway and taxiway pavement, removal and
replacement of airfield NAVAIDs, lighting,
signage and marking, and an Engineered
Materials Arresting System (EMAS) for aircraft
in order to improve the safety of the runway.
Max Hayes High School
Location: Cleveland, Ohio
Start date: June 2013
Complete date: June 2014
Scope of work: Site development of 16-acre
site for Max Hayes High School including
clearing, demolition, erosion control, utilities,
soil remediation, cut/fill, and grading.
Ohio CAT Cadiz
Location: Cadiz, Ohio
Start date: June 2013
Completion date: October 2013
Scope of work: Removal and replacement
of 13,400 SY of 10" pavement and
installation of rail in concrete and upgrading
of storm sewer system.
BASF Lab Sitework Modifications
Location: Beachwood, Ohio
Start date: July 2013
Complete date: August 2013
Scope of work: Clearing and grubbing,
SWWPP controls, site grading, haul away
of 6,000 CY, topsoil stripping and respread, retaining wall installation, storm
drainage and swales, mill and overlay of
existing parking lot, concrete curb and site
furnishings.
Stumph Road Emergency Retaining
Wall Replacement
Location: Parma Heights, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Complete date: October 2013
Scope of work: Landscape clearing, drilled
shaft and concrete panel retaining wall,
backfill of new wall, re-grade and restore
site, sidewalks, guardrail, under drain and
erosion controls.

Caruso Yard Crushing
Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: August 2013
Scope of work: Crushing 25,000 tons of
concrete into 4"x2" stone and #2A base
material.
Restaurant Depot
Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: November 2013
Scope of work: Demolition, erosion
control, excavation, waterline, storm and
sanitary sewer for new Restaurant Depot.
HPCC2
Location: Ft. Meade, Maryland
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: February 2014
Scope of work: Cut to fill, storm sewer,
erosion and sediment control, and
aggregate paving.

Boyas Landfill Expansion
Location: Valley View, Ohio
Start date: September 2013
Completion date: December 2013
Scope of work: Moving approximately
600,000 CY of material for a new landfill
expansion including installation of leachate
pipe and leachate collection layer.
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church –
Convent Demolition
Location: Strongville, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: September 2013
Scope of work: Complete structural demolition
of 2-story convent, removal of footers and
foundations, backfill and rough grade.
Collins Park WWTP
Location: Toledo, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: September 2013
Scope of work: Storm sewer, detention pond,
grading and erosion control at existing Collins
Park Waste Water Treatment Plant.

Toledo Barge Demolition
Location: Toledo, Ohio
Start date: June 2013
Completion date: August 2013
Scope of work: Demolition of barge
on Maumee River, including cut and
preparation to 3"x5", and loading onto
container trucks.

Haydite Structures Demolition
Location: Independence, Ohio
Start date: September 2013
Completion date: October 2013
Scope of work: Demolition of steel silo,
concrete tower and concrete storage building.

Booster Fan Demolition
Location: Brilliant, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: October 2013
Scope of work: Demolition of two booster
fans and associated duct work.
Lowellville Bridge Pier Demolition
Location: Lowellville, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: October 2013
Scope of work: Removal of 12 bridge piers
from the Mahoning River.
Chartier Valley Mall Unit G Demolition
Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Start date: September 2013
Completion date: December 2013
Scope of work: Demolition of Unit G at
Chartier Valley Shopping Mall including
removal of 400' awning and grease traps.

Kent State University Boiler House
Demolition
Location: Kent, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: October 2013
Scope of work: Mass demolition of two
boiler stacks and retaining wall, interior
demolition and gutting of a mechanical
room producing approximately 22,000 CY of
scrap and C&D.
Collinwood Phase 2
Location: Cleveland, Ohio
Start date: August 2013
Completion date: October 2013
Scope of work: Demolition of concrete
dock, excavation and backfill of new holding
tanks, site grading and building utility
connections.
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Independence Crushes for OMYA in Alabama
Independence Excavating’s Crushing
Division mobilized to OMYA Inc.’s
Sylacauga Quarry in Alabama this Spring
to assist in the production of specialty
aggregates for their industrial minerals
operations. By utilizing our diverse
fleet of portable equipment, we set up
primary and secondary impactor plants
to manufacture a half-inch limestone
aggregate product.
The seam of limestone Independence
crushed was actually an overburden
to a white marble that is used as a
color pigment material. By crushing the
overburden that would otherwise be
stockpiled and wasted, Independence
assisted OMYA Inc. in their quest for
zero waste in manufacturing. Out of
the overburden seam, Independence
manufactured an abrasive base material
that will be utilized in other products as
well as a road base material to help their
quarry trucks get to the plant.

Crain’s Cleveland Business Recognizes
Independence Excavating as Healthiest
Employer for 2013
Lisa DiGeronimo-Woods
Independence Excavating received
the honor of being named one of the
Healthiest Employers by Crain’s Cleveland
for a second year in a row. The annual
awards program recognizes organizations
that are committed to creating a healthy
workplace. The award utilizes an online
assessment tool and measures wellness
programming in six key categories:
culture and leadership commitment,
foundational components, strategic

planning, communication and marketing,
programming and interventions, and
reporting and analysis.
The DiGCo Wellness Program began
in 2005 when it was recognized that
wellness was an area that an employer
can have a significant impact on in
regards to the health of employees
and their families. Starting with the
Health Risk Assessment (HRA) and
various health initiatives over the

years, the company has made great
strides in getting health education in
front of its most valuable asset — its
people. However, we feel we are just
scratching the surface of all that
remains to be done on the wellness
front. Independence Excavating and
the DiGeronimo Companies remain
committed to fostering an environment
with the necessary programs needed to
strive for an even greater impact on its
employees’ health.
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